Print double sided, or glue pages together and fold at lines to make card

Have a great

EID UL FITR!

www.ummaabdulbasir.wordpress.com

Graphics from
Http://easelandink.forumotion.com
On Eid Day...

1. Wake up early
2. Take a bath
3. Dress nice according to sunnah
4. Eat before you leave for salah
5. Try walking to the musallah
6. Say Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar
   La Ilaha Ila Allah Wa Allahu Akbar
   Allahu Akbar Wa Lillahi Alhamd
   on your way to the musallah
7. Pray salah with the people
8. Listen to the khutbah
9. Greet your family and friends, and also the people you don’t know.

“TAQABALLAH MINA WA MINKUM”

10. Walk home a different route to which you came.

Eid Mubarek!

Have a great time!
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